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We give bijections on restricted growth functions and rook placements on 
stairstep Ferrers boards to show that the q-Stirling numbers of the second kind, 
described by Gould, arise as generating functions for various statistics on set parti- 
tions. We also describe a two-variable, p, q-Stirling number which is the generating 
function for the joint distribution of pairs of statistics. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The q-Stirling numbers of the second kind, described by Gould [Go], 
arise as generating functions for the distribution of certain statistics on set 
partitions, much as the q-analogue of n!, 
Cnl,! = Cll, PI;.. Cnlql 
where 
[j],= 1 +q+q2+ ... +q’-‘, 
is the generating function for the distribution of certain statistics (e.g., 
inversions, major index) on permutations. Milne [Mi], Garsia and 
Remmel [G-R], and Sagan [Sal have already given such statistics. All 
their statistics reflect quite naturally the recursion for q-Stirling numbers 
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given below. In this paper we consider some new statistics which do not 
have simple recursive structures, but which are, in fact, also counted by 
q-Stirling numbers. Furthermore, we describe a more general p, q-Stirling 
number of the second kind which is the generating function for two 
different joint statistical distributions. 
There are two related q-Stirling numbers of the second kind [Go]. We 
define them both by recursions: 
1 
qk- ls,(n - 1, k - 1) + [k j4 s,(n - 1, k) 
S&n, k)= 1 
0 
and 
S&z-l,k-l)+[k]&(n-1,k) 
S&n, k) = 1 
0 
Note that 
S&z, k) = q(%,(n, k). 
if O<k<n 
if n=k=O (1) 
otherwise, 
if O<k<n 
if n=k=O (2) 
otherwise. 
(3) 
The p, q-Stirling numbers of the second kind have a similar recursive 
definition: 
P k~lSp,,(n-l,k-l)+[k]p,,Sp,,(n-l,k) if O<k<n 
&#, k) = 1 if n=k=O 
0 otherwise, 
(4) 
where 
[k],,,=pk-‘+pk-‘q+ ... +pqk-‘+qk-‘. 
2. WORDS AND RG FUNCTIONS 
Throughout most of this paper, n and k will be fixed integers, 1 <k < n. 
Let [n] = { 1, . . . . n}. Let WE [k]“. For iE [n], let wi denote the letter in 
position i of w. For w  E [k]“, make the following definitions: 
L(w) = {ie [n] 1 wi is the leftmost occurrence of w,}; 
R(w) = {iE [n] I wi is the rightmost occurrence of wi}. 
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Forexample,ifw=l121331423353,then 
L(w) = { 1, 3, 5, 8, 12); 
R(w) = (7, 8,9,12, 13). 
Next, we define “inversion vectors.” For in [n], let 
Ibj(w)=I{jEL(w)Ij<iandw,>wi}l; 
l~,(~)=I{j~L(w)Ij<iandw~<~~}l; 
rb,(w)=l{jER(w)lj>iandwi>wi}l; 
rs,(w)=I{j~R(w)lj>iandw,<w~}l. 
We use I, r, b, and s to denote “left,” “right,” “bigger,” and “smaller,” 
respectively. 
For example, if w  = 1 1 2 1 3 3 1 4 2 3 3 5 3, then 
lb(w)=0001002021 102; 
Is(w)=0010220312242; 
rb(w)=4434224121 100; 
rs(w)=0010220200010. 
Finally, we define four statistics. For w  E [k]“, define 
h(w)= t lb,(w); 
i=l 
Is(w)= i Is,(w); 
i= I 
d(w)= i ‘b,(w); 
i=l 
m(w)= f: rsi(w). 
i= 1 
Ifw=1121331423353,thenIb(w)=9,Is(w)=19,rb(w)=28,and 
rs(w) = 8. 
We use two sets of objects which are counted by Stirling numbers of the 
second kind and which are bijectively equivalent to set partitions. Rook 
placements on Ferrers boards will be discussed in the next section. A word 
w E [k]” is a restricted growth function or RG function if 
wi < max wj + 1. 
l<j<i 
582a/5611-3 
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There is a natural bijection between RG functions of length n and maxi- 
mum k and set partitions of [n] into k blocks (see [S-W]). Let RG denote 
the RG functions of length n and maximum k. For example, the word 
1121331423353isanelementofRGwhenn=13andk=5. 
3. ROOK PLACEMENTS AND STAIRSTEP BOARDS 
The n-stairstep Ferrers board is the Ferrers diagram associated with the 
integer partition (n - 1, n - 2, . . . . 1). View this diagram as a generalized 
chessboard and consider placements of non-taking rooks on the cells of the 
chessboard. Equivalently, choose a subset of cells from the chessboard, no 
two of which are in the same row or in the same column. The number of 
ways of placing n -k non-taking rooks on the n-stairstep Ferrers board is 
the Stirling number of the second kind, S(n, k) [Ri J. There is a standard 
bijection which proves this (see [St1 1). We found this bijection unsuitable 
for our purposes. We shall instead consider two different ones in this paper. 
Let SS denote the placements of n-k non-taking rooks on the 
n-stairstep Ferrers board. An element of SS with n = 13 and k = 5 is given 
in Fig. 1. The orientation of the Ferrers board we use is the same as that 
used in the literature on rook polynomials [G-J-W, G-R]. We number 
the columns of the board from left to right, from 1 to n, starting with an 
empty column. We number the rows of the board from top to bottom, 
from 1 to n. Thus, the leftmost (empty) coiumn is column 1 and the top 
(empty) row is row 1. See Fig. 1. 
A 12345678 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
FIGURE 1 
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For any n-stairstep board, let Cal, denote all the cells in column i. 
Similarly, let Rowj denote all the cells in row j. 
If r E SS, let 
EC(r)= (iI Cal, has no rook], 
ER(r) = {jl Rowj has no rook}. 
Now we define inversion vectors on r E SS. Delete all cells to the right of 
and below each rook (“south” and “east” of each rook) from the board, 
including the cell containing the rook, and delete all columns with no 
rooks. Then the “column-southeast” inversion vector is defined by 
csei = 1 {x E Cal, 1 x has not been deleted} 1. 
Alternatively, delete all cells to the right and above each rook (“north” and 
“east” of each rook), including the cell containing the rook (but not empty 
columns). Then the “northeast” inversion vector is defined by 
ne, = 1 (x E Cal, 1 x has not been deleted} I. 
Finally, if all cells to the right and above each rook, including the cell 
containing the rook, are deleted and all rows with no rooks are deleted, 
then the “row-northeast” inversion vector is defined by 
rne, = 1 {x E Cal, I x has not been deleted} (. 
In Figs. 2, 3, and 4 we show the construction of these three inversion 
vectors for the rook placement of Fig. 1. 
FIGURE 2 
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ne = 0 123124301322 
FIGURE 3 
From the inversion vectors we may define three statistics. Let 
me(r)= i cse,(r); 
r=, 
ne(r)= i ne,(r); 
i= I 
me(r)= i me,(r). 
i= I 
I 2 2 1 13200100 
FIGURE 4 
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In the previous example, we have 
cse(r)=00002 10 143 122 and me(r) = 16; 
ne(r)=0123124301322 and ne(r) = 24; 
me(r)=01221 13200100 and me(r) = 13. 
The statistic cse was discovered by Garsia and Remmel [G-R]. Other 
“inversion numbers” are possible, including another described in [G-R], 
but all of them are trivially equivalent to these three. 
4. THE EASY STATISTICS 
In this and the next section we show that the q-Stirling numbers of 
the second kind are the generating functions for the statistics given in 
Sections 2 and 3. We also show that the p, q-Stirling numbers are the 
generating functions for the joint distribution for certain pairs of these 
statistics. In [Mi] Milne presented two statistics on RG functions. These 
are our lb and 1s statistics. 
THEOREM 4.1. 
1 qwpw = S,.,(& k) = 1 q’“““p”““. 
WERG r6S.s 
Proof This follows immediately from the obvious recursion on RG 
functions and on rook placements on Ferrers boards. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2 (Mime). 
c qlbCw) = S,(n, k) 
ncRG 
and 
c q’s(w) = S&n, k). 
wsRG 
Proof Let p = 1 or q = 1 in the left-hand equality of Theorem 4.1. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3 (Garsia and Remmel). 
qcsecw) = ,T,(n, k) 
wsRG 
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and 
c 4 ne(w) = S&n, k). 
weRG 
ProoJ Let p = 1 or q = 1 in the right-hand equality of Theorem 4.1. 1 
Note that the statistic Es(w) has a very simple interpretation. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For w E RG, 
Is(w) = i: (Wi - 1). 
i=l 
There is a simple bijection between RG and SS which shows that cse and 
ne are simply lb and Is. Here is that bijection. Suppose w  E RG. Let y(w) = 
r E SS be defined as follows. Place rooks successively in columns from left 
to right. If iE L(w) then no rook is placed in Cal,. If i# L(w), then place 
a rook in the with available cell from the bottom in Cal, (cells attacked 
by rooks already placed are not available). For example, if w  = 
1 1 2 1 3 3 1 4 2 3 3 5 3, then y(w) is the rook placement in Fig. 5. Note that 
y is clearly a bijection and that y sends L(w) to EC(y(w)). 
We then have this theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. Zf w E RG, then 
(i) cse(y(w)) = lb(w); 
(ii) ne(y(w)) = Is(w); 
(iii) EC(y(w)) = L(w). 
Theorem 4.5 has this generating function version. 
FIGURE 5 
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COROLLARY 4.6. 
/b(w) Is(w) _ cq P me(r) m(r) 
p . WGRG 
5. THE HARD STATISTICS 
The statistics rs, rb, and we are more difficult to deal with than the 
statistics Zb, Is, cse, and ne. It is not clear why their distributions should 
be related in any way to q-Stirling numbers. The rs and rb statistics are 
obtained by counting letters to the right, so building RG functions on the 
right can greatly alter a partially computed statistic. But RG functions 
are essentially asymmetric; their definition requires that they be built on 
the right. 
The q-Stirling numbers are the moments for a set of q-Charlier polyno- 
mials [I-S]. In this context, the statistic rs arises in the construction of 
q-analogues to a lattice path presentation of set partitions of Viennot [Vi]. 
Stanton noticed that weighting the paths in a certain way led to the rs 
statistic on RG function, giving s&n, k) as the generating function for the 
rs statistic. He posed this question. Is there a simple way of proving that 
rs has this generating function, perhaps by showing how rs obeys the recur- 
sion (2) for ,T,(n, k)? 
We discovered the rb and me statistics simply by considering the obvious 
possible alternative statistics on RG functions and rook placements. That 
these also give q-Stirling numbers as their distribution generating functions 
is surprising. 
In this section we give yet another bijection from RG to SS. This 
bijection sends rs to cse and rb to ne, giving us a result analogous 
to Corollary 4.6. Composing this bijection with the inverse of y gives a 
bijection which sends rs to lb and rb to Is. 
In the next section we give a bijection from SS to SS which sends me 
to cse, thus completing the picture for statistics on rook placements. We 
also give a direct bijection from RG to RG which sends rs to lb and has 
additional invariants. This bijection leads to a combinatorial proof of (2) 
using rs. This was Stanton’s original problem. It also leads to an extension 
of lb and rs to other kinds of words. 
Before we give our second bijection from RG to SS, we must establish 
a relationship between rs and rb. The following proposition is immediate. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let w E RG. Then 
rsi(w)+rbi(w)=l{jER(w)IjBi)l-1. 
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This means that within a given R(w), the distribution of rb is the reverse 
of the distribution of rs. 
We now describe the new bijection from RG to SS. For Bc [n], let 
Bb={n+l-i[ii~B). Suppose WERG. Let p(w)=rESS be defined as 
follows. First, EC(r) = R(w)~. Let E denote the set of cells in these columns. 
Now place rooks successively in rows from top to bottom, starting with 
row 1. In row Rowi, let U, be the set of cells which are not attacked by 
previously placed rooks and are not in E. Place a rook in a cell of iJj so 
that exactly rs,(w) cells in Ui are to the left of the rook. If q(w) 2 1 U, 1, 
then leave Row, empty. For example, if w  = 1 1 2 1 3 3 1 4 2 3 3 5 3, then 
p(w) is the rook placement in Fig. 6. 
THEOREM 5.2. The above description of p gives a bijection from RG to 
SS with the following properties: 
(i) ERMw)) = L(w); 
(ii) EC@(w)) = R(w)~; 
(iii) cse(p(w)) = u(w); 
(iv) ne(p(w)) = rb(w). 
Prooj First, we show that p is well-defined. If i$L(w), then w, must be 
among the letters {wj lj~ L(w) and j< i}. Therefore, 
rs,(w)<I{jcL(w)lj<i}l-J{jER(w)lj<i}l. 
If iE L(w), then wi is larger than the letters {w,l Jo L(w) and j< i}. 
Therefore, 
rsi(w)=I{jEL(w)lj<i}l-J{jER(w)lj<i)l. 
P(l121331423353) 
0 
0 
rb=(4434224121100) 
rs=(0010220200010) 
FIGURE 6 
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On the other hand, 
37 
lU;l =(i- 1)-M,- I(jER(w)lj<i}l, 
where RP, denotes the number of rooks placed in the top i- 1 rows. But 
if we assume inductively that the empty rows among the first i- 1 rows 
correspond to (j~L(w)lj<i}, then RP,=(i-1)-l(j~L(w)Ij<i}l. 
Therefore, 
Thus, if i# L(w), then p will assign a rook to some cell in Row,. But if 
i E L(w), then p will leave Rowi empty. 
Note that the empty rows now correspond exactly to L(w). Since the 
columns corresponding to R(w) are empty and there are as many empty 
rows as there are empty columns, these are the only empty columns. 
Reversing p is quite simple. The empty columns give R(w), and rs(w) can 
be easily reconstructed. It is then easy to reconstruct w  from rs(w) and 
R(w). Thus p is one-to-one. Since IRGI = ISSI, p is a bijection. It is obvious 
from the construction of p that (iii) holds. 
We now verify (iv) in the theorem. If i$L(w), then Row, of p(w) has a 
rook in some column, say Co/,. Using Proposition 5.1 and referring to 
Fig. 7, we have 
n-i+1 j 
FIGURE 7 
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‘b,(w)= ({/~R(w)Il>i}-l-rsi(w) 
= 1 {empty columns of X} 1 - rsi(w) 
= 1 {empty rows of X} ( - I {rooks in Y} 1 
= 1 {empty rows of X} 1 - 1 {non-empty rows of Y} I 
= I {empty rows of Xv Y}l 
= I {cells in Coli below Rowi with no rook to their left } I 
= nej(p(W)). 
Therefore, 
k 
~-b(w)= 1 ‘b,(w) + 2 =ne(p(w)). 1 
i$Ur) 0 
COROLLARY 5.3. 
1 q dw*) rb(w) = p 1 qC-(r)p+) = c qlb(W)plS(W) = s,,&, k). 
weRG rcSS wsRG 
By setting p or q = 1 in Corollary 5.3, we get the usual q-Stirling 
numbers. 
COROLLARY 5.4. 
c 4 rs(w) = $#z, k) 
wsRG 
and 
c q ‘b(w) = S&z, k). 
weRG 
We note that y - ’ 0 p is a bijection from RG to RG which sends rs to lb 
and rb to Is and also sends Rb to L. Also y  - ’ 0 transpose 0 p is a bijection 
from RG to RG which sends rs to lb and also sends L to L. For example, 
if w=1121331423353, with rs(w)=8 and rb(w)=28, then w’= 
y-‘(p(w))=1212345532535, with Zb(w’)=8 and Zs(w’)=28. 
Observe that ls(w’) is a rearrangement of rb(w). Also, &=y-‘(p(w)‘)= 
1 1 2 2 3 1 3 4 2 14 5 4, with lb(*) = 8. 
6. ADDITIONAL CONSTRUCTIONS 
First we establish the bijection, z, from SS to SS. This bijection will send 
me to cse. We define r from the transpose of another bijection, Q. Suppose 
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TESS. Let 4(r) = in SS be defined as follows: First, EC(?) = EC(r) and 
ER(r^) = I%(r). To construct i, we place rooks successively in columns from 
left to right. Let Ui be the set of cells in column i which are not attacked 
by previously placed rooks and are not in empty rows. Place a rook in a 
cell of Ui so that exactly me,(r) cells in Ui are above the rook. Then 
z(r) = i? The following theorem is then clear. 
THEOREM 6.1. The description of o above gives a bijection from SS to SS 
with the following properties. 
(i) EC(z(r)) = El?(r); 
(ii) ER($r)) = EC(r); 
(iii) cse(z(r)) = me(r). 
A generating function version of Theorem 6.1 is the following. 
COROLLARY 6.2. 
cq me(r) - -20 q cse(r) = S,(n, k). rsss 
As an example of this construction, let r be the rook placement given in 
Fig. 4. Then z(r) is given in Fig. 8. 
The me statistic, like the cse statistic, is invariant under transpose. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let r E SS. Then rne(rT) = me(r). 
0 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
o cse 
0 
1 
0 
0 
FIGURE 8 
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Proof: Let U denote all cells to the left of some rook and V denote all 
cells above some rook in r. Note that IU( = 1 VI and that me(r) = 
(UJ-(UnV/I andme(rr)=IVI-IVnUI. 1 
We should also remark that this proof can be used to construct a bijec- 
tion from the set of cells counted by me(r) to the set of cells counted by 
rne(r’). 
We now give a direct bijection between RG and RG which does not use 
SS in an intermediate step. From this bijection, we can easily give a 
combinatorial proof of (2) for the generating function 
c f”‘“‘. 
weRG 
Define the map 4: RG -+ RG as follows: 
wi if ill 
#(w)~ = wi + lb,(w) - rs,(w) if iE[n]-L(w)-R(w) 
wi - rsi(w) if iE R(w) - L(w). 
For example, if w  = 1121331423353, then 4(w) = 
1 1 2 2 3 1 1 4 2 4 4 5 3. The map 4 will have the additional property that it 
will preserve right-to-left minima. Let 
M(w) = {(i, wi) ( wi < wj for all j> i}. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let w E RG and define $ as above. Then the following 
hold. 
(i) q5 is a bijection from RG to RG; 
(ii) U$(w)) = L(w); 
(iii) Ib(&w)) = rs(w); 
(iv) Mu) = M(w). 
Proof For any w  E RG, it is easy to verify that 4(w) E RG and items (ii) 
and (iv). To show (iii), we first observe that for all w  E RG, 
wi +Ibi(w)=max{wjIjEL(w), j<i}. 
It follows that 
+(W)i + Ibi(4(w))=wi + lb,(w). (5) 
When iE L(w), Ib,(qh(w)) = lb,(w) = 0. 
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When ie [n] - L(w)-R(w), (5) implies that 
Ibi(d(w)) = Wi + Ibi(W)-4(w)i 
= wi + lb,(w) - (wi + lb,(w) - rs,(w)) 
= rsi(w). 
When i E R(w) - L(w), (5) implies that 
lbi(dtW))=W~ +lbitw)-dtW), 
= w, + lb,(w) - (wi - rs,(w)) 
= lb,(w) + rsi(w). 
It follows that 
Mdtw)) = C rSi(W) + 1 lb,(w) + rsi(w) 
ie[n]-L(w)-R(w) i~Rfw)--L(w) 
= 1 rs,(w)+ 1 lb,(w) 
is[n]-L(w) isR(w)+L(w) 
= c m,(w)+ C lb,(w) 
ic[n]-L(w) ic R(w) 
= c rSi(W)+ 1 t%,(W) 
ie[n]-L(w) ic L(w) 
= rs(w). 
To show that 4 is invertible, we break this map into a composition of 
k - 1 maps, each of which is invertible. Let R(x, w) be the position of the 
rightmost x in w. Let 
i 
wj - 1 if i < R(x, w), wi > x, and i$ L(w) 
(4xtW))i = wi +lbitw) if i<R(x,w)andwi=x 
wi otherwise. 
Thus, 4.r: RG -+ RG. 
In fact, 4, is invertible: 
1 
X if i < R(x, w), wi 2 x, i $ L(w), and lb,(w) = 0 
(~;‘(W))i = wi + 1 if i < R(x, w), wi 2 X, i# L(w), and lb,(w) # 0 
wi otherwise. 
But q5 is made up of the dX: 
4(w)=d,o420 ... OL,(W). (6) 
This can be checked by verifying that both sides of (6) change wi in exactly 
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the same way in each of the three cases: ill, ieR(w) - L(w), and 
iE [n] -R(w)--(w). 1 
We conclude this section by showing that the polynomial 
c Pw’ 
WERG 
satisfies the recursion (2), which was the problem originally posed by 
Stanton. 
Let RG(n, k) denote the restricted growth functions of length n and 
maximum k. Suppose w  E RG(n, k). We construct a sequence of elements 
w’, w(O), w(l), . . . . w(~-‘), where 
w’ERG(n+ 1, k+ l), rs(w’) = KS(w); 
w(j) E RG(n + 1, k), for j=O, . . . . k- 1; 
rs(w(O)) = m(w), rs(w(j)) = rs(w(j-l)) + 1, for j= 1, . . . . k - 1. 
It will also be clear how to reconstruct an element of RG(n, k), given a 
word in RG(n + 1, k) or a word in RG(n + 1, k + 1). 
The word w’ is merely w  with k + 1 concatenated. The word w(O) is w  
with k concatenated. We now describe how w(j) is constructed from w(j- l). 
Let x=k-j. We assume that w!j;:)=x+ 1 and that n+ l$L(w”-“). Let 
a=min{ilwjj-‘)=x+ 1, i> R(x, w(‘-l)), and i#L(w(j-I))}. 
Define 
’ i 
X if ,!i-l) =x+landi>a 
w!j)= x+i if iLR(x, w(j-l) ) and i> L(x + 1, wcj-‘)) 
w!j-l) 
I otherwise. 
For example, if 
w=1121331423353, 
then 
w’=11213314233536 
and 
wCo’=11213314233535, 
w”‘=11213314233534, 
w”‘=11213314233543, 
wC3’=1 1213314322542, 
~(~‘=11213324311541. 
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7. OTHER KINDS OF WORDS 
Results similar to those in Sections 4 and 5 are possible for other subsets 
of [I?]“. For w  E [I?]“, define 
%(w)=lb(w)+ 1 (i-l) 
IEW 
and 
G(w)=rs(w)+ 1 (i- 1). 
itw 
Note, For w  E S,, 
%(w)=$$w)=inv(w)+ T , 
0 
and for w  E RG, 
k 
l&w)=lb(w)+ 2 0 and 
THEOREM 7.1. 
c q 
ii;(W) = 
c 4 
G(W) = [k-J;; 
WE [k]” w E [k]” 
c q  
aw) = S&z, k); 
wcRG 
and 
cq 
acw, - 
- wFs. q 
G(W) = qG)[n, , 
4 .. 
WCS. 
Proof: Only the first equality requires proof. That 8 and I% have the 
same distribution follows from symmetry. For w  E [k]“, let 
G(w)= f: (wi-l). 
i= 1 
(Note that for w  E RG, %(w) = Is(w).) 
Now define j?: [k]” + [k]” by 
W, + lb,(w) 
p(w)i = {lb,(w) + 1 
if iEL(w) 
if iE [n] -L(w). 
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Note that p preserves left-to-right maxima. Also, /I can be obtained by 
restricting the bijection 4 of Section 6 and by making appropriate transfor- 
mations. The following lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 7.2. The rn2 /3 descrikd above is a bijection from [k]” to [k]” 
with the property that ls( /3(w)) = lb(w). 
Since 
c qi;(“) = [k]“, 
WE [k]” 
the result follows. 1 
8. FURTHER COMMENTS 
There is probably a great deal more to be said about the p, q-Stirling 
numbers defined in (4). For instance, one may wish to find generating 
functions, summation formulas, and orthogonality identities, much in the 
spirit of Gould [Go]. One could also define p, q-Stirling numbers of the 
first kind and analyze their properties. We leave these matters to others. 
We state without proof three simple results. 
THEOREM 8.1. 
S,,,h 2) = P C i+j ( > i qiPj=pCn- ll,,,, i+ jCn-2 
S,,,(n, n - 1) =p(“l’) C q’pj, 
r+i<n-2 
and 
m  $cp(:) 
c sP*q(ny k)t”= (1- t[l],,,)(l- t[2],,)...(1 - t[kl,,,)’ n=k 
The rs statistic originated in a construction of Viennot [Vi]. He used 
lattice paths to encode set partitions. By weighting edges in the paths 
appropriately, the rs statistic emerges. However, different weighting 
schemes give other statistics, which must also have the q-Stirling numbers 
as their generating functions. These statistics appear to be different from 
the ones considered in this paper. 
All of the generating function theorems in Sections 4 and 5 have 
refinements which take L, R, EC, and ER into account. In particular, if we 
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let A be a k-element subset of [n] with 1 E A and A = {ai < .. . < ak), then 
we can define 
Ls,,,,,(n, k) = 1 qlb(w$P(w), 
w E RG:L(w) = A 
%4h k) = Sl&4h k), 
and 
sp, A(% k) = S,,l,.4(4 k). 
This leads to results such as: 
COROLLARY 8.2. 
s p,q,A(n, k) = c q’“““p”“” = 1 qrdw)pM”l~ 
rESS:EC(r)=A WERG:R(W)=A 
An interesting feature of s,.,,(n, k) is that it factors completely, a fact 
seen easily from the definition. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. 
S p,q,A(nrk)=p(:)Cl]a2-al-1 
P.4 
[2]“‘-“2-l... [k-l]-Qk-l-l [k]“-ck. 
P.9 P-4 P.9 
This means that S,,,(n, k) and S,,,(n, k) are reciprocal and unimodal 
polynomials in q (see [An]). 
Sagan [Sal has discovered yet another statistic on set partitions with the 
q-Stirling number as its distribution generating function. This statistic is 
more closely related to the maj statistic on permutations. It, too, has a 
“hard” analog, which has the q-Stirling distribution, as we can also show. 
From empirical data, Garsia and Remmel [G-R] noted unimodal 
behavior of various kinds for statistics on rook placements. In fact, they 
conjectured that the distribution of the cse statistic is unimodal for any 
Ferrers board. In the case of q-Stirling numbers, the conjecture is that the 
coefficients of S,(n, k) are unimodal. We conjecture further that they are 
log concave. Considering the variety of ways the q-Stirling numbers arise 
as statistics, it might be possible to use one of these statistics to give a com- 
binatorial proof of log concavity, in the spirit of the work of Stanley [St2]. 
For general Ferrers boards, the issue is more clouded. The three statistics 
that we defined on rook placements (and the various others that we did 
not define because of symmetry and obvious connections to the three we 
chose) will undoubtedly yield different distributions in the general case. 
Questions of unimodality and log concavity will arise in each of these cases. 
Bivariate statistics also arise in this context. 
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We have restricted ourselves in this paper to q- and p, q-Stirling numbers 
of the second kind. Gould [Go] also defines q-Stirling numbers of the first 
kind. These have been given statistical interpretations on rook placements 
by Garsia and Remmel [G-R] and on permutations by Gessel [Gel. 
Remmel [Re] combined our interpretation of p, q-Stirling numbers of the 
second kind as statistics on rook placements with that of [G-R] to give a 
rook placement statistic counted by p, q-Stirling numbers of the first kind. 
The interpretation in [Gel can also be generalized. 
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